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INTRODUCTION
The Harzer Schmalspurbahnen operate a 140 km network of
metre gauge railways in the Harz Mountains in northern Germany.
All the lines are on former East German territory and were still
largely steam worked when the Iron Curtain collapsed at the end
of 1989. The transition from Deutsche Reichsbahn to tourist
railway followed but many of the trains are still worked by the
same 2-10-2 tanks that were the norm in DR days.
Steam in the Harz may not be as "real" as steam at a Chinese
coal mine but it's the next best thing. I spent a week there with
Peter Breeze from 30 January to 6 February 2014.
We flew to Hannover Airport and then travelled around by hire
car. Accommodation was the Hotel Altora, just across the road
from the HSB shed in Wernigerode.
In addition to the time spent in the Harz, I also managed a few
hours looking at the current scene around Hannover with the
emphasis on freight.

The 58m Thumbkuhlenkopf Tunnel on the climb from Wernigerode to Drei
Annen Hohne is the only such structure on the line. 99.7239 emerged from
the tunnel with train 8931, the 08:55 from Wernigerode to Brocken, on 31
January 2014.
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THE LINE
The metre gauge lines operated by the HSB
can be considered in three sections.
The 60 km Harzquerbahn from Wernigerode
to Nordhausen was traditionally considered
the main line, crossing the Harz Mountains
from north to south on gradients as steep as
1 in 30 and abounding in sharp curves.
Much of the line runs through forest but
there are some short clear sections and
attractive villages en-route.
The Brockenbahn diverges from the
Harzquerbahn at Drei Annen Hohne, 540m
above sea level, 14km south west of
Wernigerode and 300m higher. This 19km
branch climbs another 600m to a station just
below the summit of the Brocken, at 1142m,
the highest point in northern Germany.
Again, gradients reach 1 in 30 and much of
the line runs through forest with few
clearings. The last section, a spiral around
the mountaintop, is more open.
The Selketalbahn is a system in its own right
with a 49km main line from Quedlinburg to
Hasselfelde and branches from Stiege to
Eisfelder Talmühle on the Harzquerbahn
(9km) and from Alexisbad to Gernrode
(3km). The line runs along the valley of the

Selke for much of its length and is generally
uphill from Quedlinburg. however, the
steepest climbs are in the other direction, 1
in 27 west of Birkenmoor and 1 in 25 east of
Mägdesprung. The line is quite different in
character to the Harz and Brocken lines,
running through more open country,
particularly at the Hasselfelde end of the
line.

above : 99.7234 slumbered on shed at
Wernigerode on the night of 30 January 2014.
previous page : 99.7234 left Drei Annen Hohne
with train 8927, the 13:39 to Brocken on 31
January 2014.

Most of the lines that make up the HSB date
back to the late 19th Century but their
history is particularly interesting in the years
from the end of the Second World War until
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German Reunification in 1990. Much of the Selketalbahn was ripped
up and taken to the Soviet Union in 1946, along with the locomotives
and other rolling stock. Reconstruction took until 1983 and the final
section of today’s Selketalbahn, linking Gernrode to Quedlinburg, a
World Heritage Site, was opened as recently as 2006 on a disused
standard gauge trackbed.
Part of the Harzquerbahn ran through the “Sperrgebiet”, the
restricted zone adjacent to the East/West German border and was
off limits during the DDR period. Border guards rode the trains to
ensure that through passengers behaved themselves. The Soviets
established a listening post on the Brocken summit in the early
1960s and the whole mountain was declared out of bounds. The
railway still served the military installations on the Brocken until 1987
and didn’t reopen until 1992.
The Nordhausen – Wernigerode Eisenbahn, which operated the
Harzquerbahn and Brockenbahn, and the Gernrode – Harzgerode
Eisenbahn, operator of the Selketalbahn, were taken over by the
Deutsche Reichsbahn in 1949 and remained part of the nationalised
system until 1993.
Most, if not all, the GHE locos were taken as reparations by the
USSR, leaving the former NWE locos to operate both systems. The
locos most often associated with the Selketalbahn, the class 99.59
0-4-4-0T Mallets, were originally NWE engines, displaced by the
construction of 17 new 2-10-2Ts in the mid 1950s.
In 1993 ownership of the lines passed to Harzer Schmalspurbahnen
GmbH, a company established by a consortium of councils and
other local interests to ensure continued operation.

99.222 climbed towards Drei Annen Hohne with train 8933, the 09:42 from
Wernigerode to Drei Annen Hohne on 31 January 2014.
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PASSENGER TRAINS
The current passenger service is operated
by a mixture of steam locomotives on
traditional open balconied bogie coaches,
diesel railcars and bi-mode trams. Most of
the steam workings were concentrated on
the Brocken service with four trains a day
from Wernigerode and one from
Nordhausen running to the summit, all
hauled throughout by 2-10-2 tanks. There
were also three Drei Annen Hohne to
Brocken shuttles a day. The only other
steam working on the Harzquerbahn was a
return trip from Wernigerode to Eisfelder
Talmühle and back.
Although the first train of the day didn’t
arrive at the Brocken until 10:36 there were
then trains from Drei Annen Hohne every 45
minutes or so until the last working arrived at
16:52, with only one 90 minute gap in mid
afternoon.
The locos on the Nordhausen – Brocken and
Wernigerode – Eisfelder Talmühle trains
swapped over at Drei Annen Hohne (DAH)
in both directions, meaning that the same
loco was captive on a Nordhausen – DAH –
Eisfelder T – DAH – Nordhausen circuit day
after day. This loco seemed to be turned,

almost at random, during its overnight stays
at Nordhausen but the others were always
chimney first out of Wernigerode. 99.7245
was the loco on the Nordhausen trains until
Sat 1 Feb when 99.7232 took over for the
remainder of the week.
Four locos worked out of Wernigerode each
day, one on each of the three morning trains
to the Brocken and the fourth on the
Eisfelder Talmühle working mentioned
above. Each loco made two trips to the

99.7237 left the Thumbkuhlenkopf Tunnel with train
8933, the 09:42 from Wernigerode to Brocken on
5 February 2014. It’s destination can be seen top
right.

Brocken during the day with the engines off
the first, third and fourth trains each doing a
Brocken – DAH – Brocken shuttle before
returning to Wernigerode. The loco off the
second Brocken train went straight back to
Wernigerode then worked the afternoon
train to the summit and back. Locos 99.222,
7232, 7234, 7237, 7239, 7247 were all seen
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on these workings, with 99.222, the only
surviving pre-war 2-10-2T, in use on more
than half the days we were there.
The only railcar workings at the northern end
of the line were an early morning train from
Wernigerode to Eisfelder Talmühle and back
and a similar working in the late afternoon.
The only railcars seen on these services
were of the unappealing 1990s built variety.
Apart from the daily steam hauled train from
Nordhausen to the Brocken and back,
everything at the southern end of the
Harzquerbahn was booked to be worked by
railcars or bi-mode trams. We didn’t visit this
section of the line.
The Selketalbahn was also worked by a
mixture of steam hauled trains and diesel
railcars. Only one steam loco was required
each day and during our visit it was always
99.7240. The diagram took it on a complex
series of workings, covering every section of
the Selketalbahn during the course of the
day, apart from the turnback loop at Stiege,.

99.222 passed through an avenue of snow
covered trees on the approach to Drei Annen
Hohne wit h train 8937, t he 14:55 from
Wernigerode to Brocken, on 31 January 2014.
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Railcars work the bulk of the Selketal passenger service
with the 1990s built units predominating. A 1955 built
railcar was also seen in use on Sunday 2 February.
The class 199.8 diesels converted from standard gauge
V100s didn’t have any passenger duties but one or
occasionally two were used on empty stock and
shunting duties at Wernigerode.

FREIGHT TRAFFIC
There is no regular freight traffic at the northern end of
the Harzquerbahn where we spent most of our time but
there may still be occasional workings at the
Nordhausen end of the system, worked by a 199.8.

PHOTOGRAPHY
I was expecting a difficult trip from a photographic
perspective, with short days and low sun struggling to
get over the trees and mountains, assuming there was
any sun of course. It’s usually a rare commodity in
northern Europe in winter. In the event, there were a
couple of fairly sunny days and the odd sunny break on
several more, meaning more well lit pictures than I’d
99.7234 worked train 8920, the 10:16 from Nordhausen,
alongside the Goetheweg, about 4km below the summit of the
Brocken, on 5 February 2014.
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anticipated. There was good snow cover at all levels when we
arrived but, by the middle of our stay, it had all gone from the lower
slopes. Higher up there was plenty of snow until the end.
The Brocken itself is a nature reserve and the public road ends at
Schierke. Access to the top 13km of the line is only available on foot
or by train and the train isn’t a lot of use if you’re trying to get to
somewhere in the middle of the section as there are no intermediate
stations. There’s no alternative to walking if you want to get to the
remoter locations. At other times of the year it would have just been
a slog but the steep icy slopes were a little trickier to negotiate. The
effort was well worth it though.
Identifying the steam workings was easy as every train in the
timetable was marked with either a steam or a railcar symbol.
Everything we saw was worked by the booked traction. Pocket
timetables were readily available from HSB stations, tourist offices
and many other establishments in the area and as PDFs from the DB
Kursbuch website (KBS 325, 326 and 333).
Although the line has been operated by the HSB for over 20 years, it
didn’t look much different to the last time I visited, in 1991 when DR
was still in charge. The loco numbers had already changed then,
from 99.02xx to 99.72xx, and the engines look very much the same
as in DR days. Even the Harzer Schmalspurbahnen plates on the
cabsides are in the same style as the DR plates they replaced. The
coaches still carry the same red and cream colours although one set
does carry large adverts for Hasserode Bier. As most of the shots on
the line are fairly head on, the adverts usually aren’t too obtrusive.
About 3km below the summit, the Brocken access road crosses the line.
99.7247 put on a fine display at the crossing with train 8927, the 13:39 from
Drei Annen Hohne, on 5 February 2014.
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DB WERNIGERODE
Our hotel restaurant had a view across the
HSB shed yard to the DB line through
Wernigerode and we saw several trains
passing during our stay. Nothing too
exciting unfortunately, just DB class 612
DMUs on REs and HEX (Harz Elbe Express)
class 648 DMUs on locals.

DB HANNOVER AREA
I had a few hours to spare on the way to and
from the Harz and decided to have a look at
DB in the Hannover area. A recent post on
the European Rail Discussion group had
recommended Dedensen-Gümmer and
Hannover-Linden as good spots to see
freight but Google Maps revealed that the
platforms at both places were on the north
s i d e , m a k i n g p h o t o g r a p h y d i ffi c u l t .
D e d e n s e n a p p e a re d t o h a v e m o re
photographic potential than Linden so that’s
where I went for a couple of hours on 30
January.

Dedensen-Gümmer is on the 4-track main
line leading west towards Bremen,
Osnabrück and the Ruhrgebiet, 16km west
of Hannover Hbf and 7km west of Seelze
Rbf, one of Hannover’s main freight yards.
The station is served by half-hourly S-Bahn
services on routes S1 to Minden and S2 to
Nienburg, worked by articulated class 424
and 425 EMUs.

above : It was no surprise to find that class 185s
worked more freights through Dedensen-Gümmer
than any other class. 185.145 rolled westwards
with a mixed freight on 30 January 2014, passing
120.124 propelling IC2039, the 09:36 from
Norddeich Mole to Leipzig Hbf.
previous page : Class 155s were reasonably
common at Dedensen-Gümmer as were trains of
cars. 155.070 passed with an eastbound car train
on 30 January 2014.
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A GVH TagesEinzelTicket was used to get
around. The name translates as “day single
ticket” but it’s actually a local pass for 1
person valid all day. A 3 zone ticket cost
€7.70 from the DB ticket machine at
Hannover Flughafen.
Other passenger services on the line
included hourly 111 worked REs towards
Bielefeld or Rheine and hourly 146 worked
REs to Bremen or beyond, all formed of
double-deck push-pull sets. The 146s were
always at the west end of the set but the
111s could be at either end. There were
Berlin – Köln ICEs and loco worked ICs on
routes such as Leipzig – Emden, Dresden –

Köln and Berlin – Amsterdam. The
Amsterdam trains were hauled in both
directions but the other ICs were push-pull
formations with the loco usually, but not
always, at the west end. Most ICs were
worked by 101s but 120s were also seen on
a couple of trains on the Emden route.
Eighteen freights were seen in around two
and a half hours at Dedensen-Gümmer, the
vast majority of them hauled by DB locos; 5
185s, 3 152s, 3 155s, 1 140, 1 151, 1 189
and 1 265. General freights predominated
but there were also several car trains, an
intermodal, a train of vans and one of gas
tanks. The other three workings were a train

of flats hauled by a VPS class 185 and two
intermodals, one hauled by a CFL 4000 and
the other by a Box Express Vectron.
I found a reasonable location by walking
around 1km east from the station along the
ironically named Landschaftstrasse, on the
south side of the line, to the car park of the
local sports ground. There wasn’t much
Landschaft (landscape) in evidence but at
least the position was fairly open with shots
easily possible in both directions on the
freight and passenger lines. Not a classic
location but perfectly adequate for a couple
of hours photography with plenty of loco
hauled passengers and freights and a good
variety of classes in use.
I had thought of returning to DedensenGümmer for a few hours at the end of the
trip but the light was getting a bit thin by the
time we got back from the Harz. Instead I
continued to Haste, to see if there were any
spots west of Dedensen-Gümmer, before
returning to the airport via Hannover-Linden.
No promising spots were noted between
Dedensen-Gümmer and Wunstorf or around
Hannover-Linden.
111.204 passed Dedensen-Gümmer on RE4847, the
10:38 from Rheine to Braunschweig, on 30
January 2014
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COMMENTS & CONCLUSIONS
I’d forgotten just how good the Harz system
was. It’s managed to change from a
neglected part of the state system to a busy
tourist operation without losing too much of
its character. The locos and coaches look

too clean and the brightly clad locals
hanging off the balconies don’t add much to
the pictures but fortunately, in winter there
aren’t too many of them. Overall though, it
still feels like a real railway rather than an

excuse for people to play trains. With
Chinese steam on its last legs and most of
the alternatives looking increasingly plastic,
I don’t expect this will be my last visit to the
Harz or the other German narrow-gauge
lines.
There are far better places than DedensenGümmer to photograph German freight
trains but, if you’re looking for somewhere in
the Hannover area, it’s not a bad place to
go. There are plenty of trains and plenty of
variety on the motive power front.

left : A couple of minutes before the train arrived
at the summit we were looking forward to a
magnificent glint shot with the clouds in the
background fringed in gold. Then, from nowhere,
the low cloud swept in. There was just enough light
remaining when 99.7237 rounded the corner with
the last train of the day on 5 February 2014.
next page : 99.222 left Wernigerode-Westerntor
with train 8937, the 14:55 to Brocken, on 31
January 2014, crossing a busy road junction just
outside the old town.
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